HATCH™ ROUND
Acoustical Ceiling Treatment

Interior Design Collection

Bringing Life
to Your Vision.

CIRCULAR SOUND SOLUTIONS
The Hatch™ acoustical ceiling is a visually
striking alternative to the standard drop ceiling.
It is created using Acusti·fi™ acoustical felt
arranged as a network of small, densely packed
cells, which trap sound bouncing from every
direction. As a result, performance across the
entire frequency range is improved significantly.
Hatch Round is a gentle acoustical ceiling
canopy that is designed to catch and reduce
reflected sound within an open space. Taking
the shape of a circle, the functional design
inspires a unified sound experience. Hatch
Round creates a powerful backdrop for sound
absorption with a simple form that promotes
focused moments of interaction. Whether used
individually in small spaces or arranged in large
open areas, Hatch Round provides a visually
elegant and acoustically performing assembly.

Acusti·fi™ is a rigid felt material that dampens
sound and controls unwanted noise in open
spaces, greatly reducing excess noise in the
mid-to-high frequency range.
Choose from 17 standard colors of Acusti·fi™.

Modi·fi™

Uniquely SOUND
Modern Symmetry

Speci·fi™

Does the design need adjusting to better meet
the needs of the space? Easily modify the
Hatch™ acoustical ceiling treatment in form
and size and play with undulation and angles.
Design with flexibility for maximum impact.
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ACOUSTICAL ADAPTABILITY
The open design of the Hatch™ line of acoustical
ceiling treatments easily accommodates
impediments, like ceiling deck sprinklers, lights, and
hvac units, without costly modification.
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HATCH™ ACOUSTICAL CEILING

Hatch™ Round
ACU-FI-HATCH-RND

FINISHES
9mm Acusti·fi™ Acoustic Felt
*Hanging Hardware Sold Separately
DIMENSIONS
47”W x 6”H x 47”D
CELL DENSITY
6”

isometric view

*Talk to us about customizing size and cell density.
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HATCH™ ACOUSTICAL CEILING

Hatch™ Round Drop
ACU-FI-HATCH-RND-DROP

FINISHES
9mm Acusti·fi™ Acoustic Felt
*Hanging Hardware Sold Separately
DIMENSIONS
47”W x 14”H x 47”D
isometric view

CELL DENSITY
6”
*Talk to us about customizing size and cell density.
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HATCH™ ACOUSTICAL CEILING

Installation Overview

STEP 1:
Start assembly from the center pieces by sliding
perpendicular
bottom
pieces.
Step blades
1: Start
assemblytoform
the
center pieces,

by sliding blades perpendicular to bottom pieces

STEP
Step3:3: Secure hardware to felt
Secure hardware to the felt material.

material

STEP 2:
Continue
from
the center
outthe
in both
Step 2:assembly
Continue
assembly
from
directions.
center out on both directions

Hardware Attachment

HARDWARE ATTACHMENT DETAIL

Hanging hardware sold separately.
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HATCH™ ACOUSTICAL CEILING

Acusti·fi™
9mm Acoustic Felt

Quiet space. Quiet mind.

Crystal

Alloy

Slate

Coal

Onyx

Pumice

Silt

Sandstone

Pebble

Oil

Amethyst

Lapis

Sapphire

Arctic

Seaweed

(White)

PMS 4022 C

PMS 512 C

Hibiscus
PMS 211 C
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Acusti·fi™ is a sound-absorbing rigid felt material designed
to quiet a space in style. The sound-absorbing material
is available in a range of standard colors, can be custom
printed, and beautifully accepts cutting to showcase designs,
patterns and shapes.

PMS Cool Gray 8 C

PMS 1255 C

PMS 2767 C

Garnet
PMS 186 C

PMS 431 C

PMS 4243 C

PMS 288 C

PMS Cool Gray 11 C

PMS 445 C

PMS 299 C

PMS Black C

PMS 4625 C

PMS 2300 C

Slight variations in fiber color
between dye lots is common.
Pantone call-out is for close
reference only.

Amber
PMS 165 C

HATCH™ ACOUSTICAL CEILING

Acusti·fi™
Material Specifications

Description
A elegant rigid felt with matte finish designed
to absorb acoustical noise.
Tackable, impact resistant, bacteria resistant,
moisture resistant, installation friendly.
Application
Offers acoustical clarity when introduced
within an environment in applications for walls,
ceilings, partitions and other design solutions.
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Size / Weight
3/8” (9mm) x 4ft x 8ft (+/-) sheet
8.5 lbs / sheet (3.85 kg)
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9mm
9mm with 50mm air gap
9mm on 70mm mineral wool

Material Content

Maintenance

100% Polyester, min. 50% post-consumer
recycled content, Formaldehyde free, NO-VOC

For routine maintenance lightly dust with a
soft brush or vacuum.

Acoustical Range

For light marks or stains:
**Avoid excessive amounts of water.
• Gently clean excess with sponge or cloth.
• Sponge with a small amount of carpet
shampoo working circularly from well
outside the stain towards the center.
• Sponge afterward with warm damp cloth
and mop excess water with a clean dry cloth
or sponge.
• Allow to dry.
• Brush gently with a soft brush.
• Repeat as necessary.

ASTM C 423 - SA = 0.30 to 0.98
ASTM E 1264 - NRC = 0.30 to 1.0
Flammability
ASTM E-84 Class A
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Email

Phone

Address

fi-interiorssales@fabricimages.com
www.fi-interiors.com

+1.847.488.9877

9033 Murphy Road
Woodridge, IL 60517
United States

